
macrobond.com

Unlimited access to the most 
comprehensive macroeconomic 
and top-down financial database, 
including more than 278* million 
time series and Revision History. 

Perform calculations, create and visualise models, 
and produce forecasts and analyses with greater 
precision. Pull any data into R, Python, MATLAB or 
EViews via our powerful APIs.

Data without limit

About Macrobond
FOUNDED 

January 2008

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS 

800+ global financial and 
governmental organisations 

KEY LOCATIONS

Malmö, Stockholm, London, 
New York, Hong Kong

Desktop APIs

Purpose-built integrations 
Eliminate data management tasks 
with tailored APIs 

Fine-tuned searching   
Search by release, country or 
concept using 273+* metadata fields

Two-way connection 
Automatically share output with 
colleagues so they can seamlessly 
build on your charts and analyses. 

Revision history

Vintage selection 
See the data available at a specific 
point in time and access revision  
time stamps

Release selection
View time series based on release 
version (e.g., initial release, first revision, 
second revision etc.)

Model evaluation
Backdate models to see their 
predictions at specific points in time 

Unlimited access

Broad coverage
Access 276m* macroeconomic  
and financial time-series data from 
2,500+ global sources and 411+ 
countries and regions 

Comprehensive metadata
Thorough metadata and logical data 
structures enable quick and intuitive 
search and navigation. Validate data 
through 273 metadata fields*, with 
links back to original releases and 
methodologies

Real-time updates
90% of releases automatically 
updated within three minutes of 
release.

Macrobond Data+  
Unlimited access to our full suite of data and 
integrated analytical tools



For more infomation please contact your account manager or email 

marketing@macrobond.com

macrobond.com * Data as at 14 July 2022
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Scope of data

90%
90% of releases 
updated in  

<3 min

267m+ 
Automated 
collection  

from source

276m+ 
Series with 

hyperlinks to 
source

34m+ 
Point-in-time 

time series with 
revision history

Quality of data
274* 
Visible 

metadata 
fields 

344* 
countries and regions

2168+ 
global sources 

278m* 
time series 

Effortless collaboration
Boost productivity. Break down silos. 

Ensure you maximise the value of your internal data and models by seamlessly 
integrating them into your mainstream research workflow.




